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Chapter 461 

Su Xiangqing blinked. He didn't understand Yun Yiyan's words. 

"What?" Su Mo asked. 

"Think for yourself." Yun Yiyan replied. "If it's OK, just wait for me." 

Su Moli's whole person is ignorant, so Yun Yiyan says what she agrees. Sitting next to her, she will slowly 

recall the words of the contract of sale before Gang Yun Yiyan. 

So Yun Yiyan means that he already likes himself a little bit? So he wants to be with himself? Because of 

this, he will be willing to spend the money for himself, will be willing to help st through the difficulties. 

Su Moli secretly raised her head and looked at Yun Yiyan at work. Today's yunyiyan is more handsome 

than before! Su Molly looks at it and shows a long lost smile. She feels that all the cells in her body are 

boiling. Yun Yiyan is going to be with herself! It's a piece of news that excites me for a lifetime. Originally 

holding and he is no longer ready to intersect, but this time there is a reversal, so the world's things are 

really uncertain! 

Although Yun Yiyan is working, he also knows that Su Moli has been looking at herself. I wanted to make 

a sound, but I thought about it and said it. Later, Su Moli stares at her so much that she can't 

concentrate. Yun Yiyan seems to be inadvertently speaking. "Wipe your saliva!" 

"Oh Su Molly answered, and then she really wiped the corners of her mouth with her hand. Only then 

did she realize what had happened. "Yun Yiyan, you play me! I can't drool 

Yun Yiyan looks up at Su Moli. "I know I'm good-looking, but you don't have to be crazy. Go out and wait 

for me 

"No!" Su Molly doesn't want to go out. There is no beautiful scenery outside. She just wants to sit here 

and watch Yun Yiyan. Such an opportunity is really rare. She will definitely not leave. 

Cloud Yi Yan sees Su Mo Li that a pair of depend on not to walk, he also seems to have no way. "You find 

something to do!" 

Su Moli nods. She also knows Yun Yiyan's temper, so she really has to stop when she is good, otherwise 

Yun Yiyan will drive herself out, which is really more than the gain. Su Molly picked up a magazine and 

read it. 

Yun Yiyan started work again. He looked at several cases and prepared the materials to be discussed at 

the meeting tomorrow. This time, Huo Dongyang did not provide any money, so he used XY funds to 

complete the acquisition of St. Next, we have to look at the current resources and performance of St, 

otherwise it is difficult to recover these hundreds of millions. So he has to think of a way to help st! 

After two hours of work, Molly Yiyan can finish his work 
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But when Yun Yiyan finished collecting things, she still didn't hear Su molli's answer. He looked up and 

saw that Su Molly was huddled on the sofa and asleep. Yun Yiyan stands up. He goes to the sofa and 

sees Su Moli sleeping. In recent days, I didn't sleep well because of my family affairs! 

Yun Yiyan takes off his coat and puts it on Su Moli. He doesn't wake up Su Moli. He wants to let Su Moli 

sleep for a while. I'm going to take care of some things for tomorrow. Just want to go away, Su Molly's 

mobile phone on the desktop vibrates. 

Yun Yiyan sees the caller ID, Ryan's phone. Yun Yiyan raised eyebrows. He picked up his mobile phone 

and looked at it for a few seconds and then pressed on the screen to answer. He took his cell phone and 

went to the other side to pick it up. 

When Ryan got through to the phone, he immediately began to speak: "Molly, did your grandfather 

really sign a contract with Yun Yiyan? Didn't I tell you to wait for my news? I will convince my dad to let 

him help you 

Seeing that Su Molly didn't speak, Ryan thought she was angry and then explained, "yes. I admit that I 

sent out the news about the wedding. I also want my dad to know that I want to marry you, so that they 

will not treat the Su family like that. " 

"Molly, how can you sign a contract with Yun Yiyan! He must have done it for a purpose Ryan said a lot. 

Yun Yiyan raised his eyebrows as he listened to it. These are really high sounding words. In fact, they are 

just for the sake of the Lei family. 

Yun Yiyan doesn't want to hear from Ryan. "Ryan, you can cheat Su Molly with these words, but it 

doesn't work with me!" 

"Yun Yiyan?" Ryan was surprised to hear Yun Yiyan's voice. "How can you listen to Molly's cell phone?" 

"Sammy is with me." Yun Yiyan replied. "Ryan, you Lei family's ambition is so big, people with eyes can 

see it. You said you would persuade your father to help the Su family. Is that possible? In fact, you are 

selfish. The Lei family really eats the Su family, so you can play the role of a hero, and then take Su Moli 

to your side. This is not your bitter plan 

“……” 

"Ryan, you have a good abacus! But if you ignore a little bit, act. You wait for Su Moli to ask you, but she 

is a bit stubborn. She would rather go to Zhou Tao than look for you! Because in her heart do not want 

to implicate you, but she did not think that all this is you behind the trick. You encourage your father to 

take advantage of this time to coerce Su Weiming to surrender all the st and Su family's industries. In 

this way, the Su family will be in a slump, and your plan will be half successful. Next, you will play the 

role of your Savior, let Su Moli marry you, and then pretend to take everything back from your father's 

hand! ""You 

"Ryan, you must have made sure that Su Molly won't come to me, so she took the risk. But you just 

ignored a point, in a city HD is not vegetarian. It's not easy to hide these things. " 

"So you did it!" 



"Yes Yun Yiyan replied. "I'm a man who loves to destroy other people's good things. Master Lei, this time 

your plan is in vain. " 

"I want to talk to Molly." 

"Sorry, she's asleep." Yun Yiyan's words also have the purpose of deliberately angry Ryan. 

"What do you say?" Yun Yiyan could almost hear Ryan's gripping teeth. 

Yun Yiyan raised the corner of her mouth. "I'm the one Su Moli likes. Do you think this normal man and 

woman really chat in a room?" 

"Don't you touch her!" 

"Late." Yun Yiyan said triumphantly, and then hung up the phone. 

Yun Yiyan turns to see Su Moli wake up. She stares at herself. Yun Yiyan is also a little embarrassed. 

"Awake?" 

Su Moli frowned and looked at Yun Yiyan. In fact, when Yun Yiyan picked up her mobile phone just now, 

she woke up. So she also heard what Yun Yiyan said to Ryan. "Did you really say that?" 

"I said a lot just now. Which aspect do you mean?" 

Chapter 462 

Su Moli stands up and looks up at Yun Yiyan. 

"About Ryan." After listening to Su Moli's words, Yun Yiyan is also disappointed. She still asked about 

Ryan, who seemed to have a lot of weight in her mind. To get here, Yun Yiyan felt unhappy. She is really 

ungrateful for spending so much money for her. 

Yun Yiyan walks to one side and sits down. "What do you want to ask?" 

"This time it was really Ryan who did it?" Su Molly asked again. 

"I didn't expect him to be like that! That's why I said you were slow. " When Yun Yiyan talks about Ryan, 

his tone is not good either! This Ryan is so haunted that he can be found everywhere! 

When Su Molly got the answer, she lowered her head. She didn't expect Ryan to play such a role in this. 

She has always regarded as a relative, but this time he is calculating himself in this way. It's really hard in 

my heart! 

Seeing Su Moli's sad expression, Yun Yiyan is suffocating and finally talks. "Is that Ryan worth your 

heartbreaking for him?" 

"I used to have him in my life, but I didn't expect him to do such a thing. I believe him so much, so I don't 

want to drag him down! But this time he... " Su Molly can't say. 

Yun Yiyan doesn't want Su Moli to think about Ryan. "Su Mo Li, you just have to remember that I will be 

your creditor in the future. I forget all the other things! I have a small heart. If I find something wrong 

with you, I won't be polite! " 
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Su Molly looked at Yun Yiyan. "According to you, I seem to be your slave?" 

"We have a debt relationship. As long as you listen, I will continue to help. If you don't listen, then the Su 

family will be ruined. " 

Su Molly felt warm when she heard what Yun Yiyan said like an unequal treaty! In fact, this is also a way 

for Yun Yiyan to express his concern. He really didn't say a gentle word solemnly. So Qiao Wei and Jian 

LAN left him only for a reason! 

Su Molly said with a smile, "yes! I'll be obedient. " 

Yun Yiyan sees that Su Moli is awake. It's almost time to go here. "Let's go!" 

"Where are we going?" Asked Su Molly. 

"Go home for dinner." Yun Yiyan replied. 

Su Moli heard Yun Yiyan's words and thought he was going to have dinner with Huo Dongyang. So he 

asked, "what does Huo like?" 

"Why don't you mention Huo Dongyang?" Yun Yiyan said unhappily. 

"Don't you want to eat at home? I want to buy a gift for Mr. Huo, and thank him for his help this time. " 

Su Molly replied. 

Yun Yiyan's eyelids jumped a few times. Yesterday, he said that the acquisition was the meaning of Huo 

Dongyang. In fact, he only wanted Su Weiming to agree quickly. This time, Huo Dongyang did not help at 

all. Qin Hao made such a purchase plan for himself. As a result, this good thing fell on him?! 

Yun Yiyan stood up. "I don't need to thank Huo Dongyang, he didn't help this time. And it's not going to 

him today. " 

Su Moli looks puzzled. Is this really the case? "Where are we going 

"Xia family." Yun Yiyan replied. 

This time, Su Molly is more nervous. She still clearly remembers Xia Mingde's attitude towards himself 

that night when Yun Yiyan was injured. He doesn't like his performance has been so obvious, he is really 

not good to add chaos to him! 

"Then I won't go." 

"No?" Yun Yiyan is a little surprised. 

Su Molly nods. "Well, your father doesn't like me. If I did, he would not be happy 

Hearing this, Yun Yiyan nodded. "That's true. But if you don't go, the state will continue. Then it's 

impossible if you want to be with me! " 

Su Moli is stunned. She didn't expect Yun Yiyan to say such a thing. "So you agree with me now?" 

"What do you say?" Yun Yiyan did not give a positive answer. "Take your things and follow me." 



Su Molly immediately put on a smile, "good!" In my heart, I'm so happy that I can't. Yun Yiyan finally 

agreed! 

When Yun Yiyan turns around, the corners of his mouth hook up a good-looking arc. He went over to 

pick up his briefcase and walked out of the office with Su Molly. 

They just walked out of XY's gate, waiting for the car to pick up Xia's home. Yun Yiyan can't drive by 

himself, and Su Moli only comes in Su Weiming's car today, so for convenience, they choose to call a car 

back. 

"Yun Yiyan, I'll drive you to and from work in the future." Su Moli stood at yunyiyan and said a lot of 

things. 

Yun Yiyan is also used to standing beside listening. He doesn't interrupt Su Moli. "Yun Yiyan, I can be 

your driver or your bodyguard in the future." 

"I don't need women's protection." 

"Why? I think I can protect you. " Su Molly said, but also deliberately demonstrated the strength of her 

arm.Yun Yiyan looked down at Su Moli, "things like that won't happen before. You don't need to fight 

for me. I'm not that weak. " 

"Oh..." Su Moli is a little bit lost, but she can stand by Yun Yiyan's side with justice, which is more 

important than anything else. 

Su Molly looked at the time. "Why doesn't this car come?" 

"There's a traffic jam at this point." Yun Yiyan replied. 

Su Moli took out her mobile phone and took a look. She was worried that if she was late, Xia Mingde 

would have more opinions on herself. 

"Yun Yiyan, will your father say we are late?" 

"Worry about it so soon?" Yun Yiyan is relaxed. 

"That man is your father, and I certainly want to behave better. Last time he had a big opinion of me. " 

Said Su Molly in a low voice. 

Or because Su Moli's words make Yun Yiyan feel warm. He reaches out and rubs Su Moli's head. "Don't 

worry, my brother. They'll be later than us." 

"Is it?" 

Yun Yiyan nodded, "yes. You just have to be a lady. The other things are me 

Just when Su Molly is worried, a car stops by Su Molly in an emergency. Su Molly takes a close look. It 

looks like Ryan's car. 

Yun Yiyan also looked at the suddenly stopped car. Seeing Ryan getting off the bus, Yun Yiyan narrowed 

his eyes and really came to the door. This speed is also very fast. It seems that Su Moli is still worried 

about Su Molly in his heart. 



"Jasmine!" Raine exclaimed anxiously, and was somewhat glad that he had caught up. 

"Why did you come?" Su Molly frowned. It's time to show up. 

Ryan comes forward and grabs Su Molly's hand. "I want to go with you, follow me." 

Sammy shook off Ryan's hand. "I'm not going with you." With that, Su molli immediately went to Yun 

Yiyan and took his arm. 

Chapter 463 

Ryan looked at the picture before him like a knife in his heart. 

"Molly, are you desperate for Yun Yiyan Ryan's face was aching. He has been guarding Su Molly for so 

many years, but she finally chose Yun Yiyan, who used to have so much lace news. Where is he better 

than Yun Yiyan. 

Su Molly looks at Ryan with calm eyes. "Yes! Leizigo, you know I hate to be cheated by others 

"Didn't Yun Yiyan cheat you? Don't you know his past? You won't be happy with him! " Said Ryan. 

"You're my business, too." Su Moli firmly replied, and she also grasped Yun Yiyan's hand. 

Yun Yiyan looked at Ryan and said coldly: "Ryan, Su Moli's meaning has been expressed very clearly! 

Why do you bother so hard? " 

"Shut up Ryan let out a roar. "You are a liar, too." 

Yun Yiyan starts to talk. "Yes, I am a liar. But my means is higher than you, I also have action force than 

you! My uncle has a saying is very right, in fact, most people will not pay attention to the process of your 

work, they see is the result. Now the result is very clear, you lost! " 

Ryan was stimulated by Yun Yiyan's words, but had to admit that Yun Yiyan's words were reasonable. 

Just as he is so active in his work, he works hard every time he has a task, and he acts quickly. No one 

asks about the whole process. They all value the result. Successful, someone will see your process, if not, 

who will pay attention to you, you are a failure. 

This time, Ryan also ignored a point, in fact, the feelings and work are the same. He always thought that 

Su Molly would not like other people. In the end, they would still be together. But he was too confident 

in himself. Su Molly was not the little girl at the beginning. Everything would follow him. 

She will like other girls like other men, she will also want to have their own happiness. Looking at her so 

gently nestled in Yun Yiyan's side, Ryan really felt a little out of breath. "Molly, Yun Yiyan is really not 

suitable for you!" 

"She and I fit in well." This is what Yun Yiyan said. 

Su Moli is also stunned. Yun Yiyan can say such words. Her heart beats faster. She looks up at Yun Yiyan, 

and her choice is right! Yun Yiyan is worth it. 

"Yun Yiyan, I will follow you all my life!" Su Molly made a decision in her heart. 

Ryan clenched his fist. "Yunyiyan, I know you said that to anger me." 
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"Believe it or not!" Yun Yiyan doesn't want to talk to Ryan too much. 

"Brother Leizi, please don't worry about my business in the future." Said Su Molly. "I will be responsible 

for my life." 

"Molly, Yun Yiyan is not sincere to you. He just wants to control you, or he still has a fresh feeling for you 

now. When the freshness is over in the future, he will abandon you. He's had so many women in the 

past, and that's what he did 

Yun Yiyan's face sank and seemed to be dissatisfied with Ryan's words, "do you seem to know me well? 

Did you really check it out? Or you are also hearsay! Are you so sure that I used to have so many 

women? " 

"Even if you didn't, what about the cruel things you used to do to Qiao Xin? She's pregnant, and you're 

forcing her to do the abortion. What you've done really can't be finished for days and nights. " 

"Please check these things out and spray me again!" Yun Yiyan said calmly. He took Su Molly's hand in 

one hand and walked on. 

When Ryan saw that they were going to leave, he immediately rushed up and punched Yun Yiyan. First 

of all, Yun Yiyan seems to be on guard. He hides in a moment. However, Yun Yiyan's movements were 

not as fast as those of Ryan. Seeing that the blow was about to fall, Su Moli hugged Yun Yiyan and 

forcefully blocked Ryan's attack. 

"Well!" Su Mo Li is muffled. 

Yun Yiyan also reached out to hold Su Moli and nervously asked, "are you ok?" 

"It's OK." Su Mo Li has already frowned with pain, and her face is a little pale. 

Ryan did not expect that Su Molly would step forward to block Yun Yiyan. He also asked nervously, 

"Molly, what's the matter?" He really tried his best for that punch. She must have been hurt. 

Su Moli bit her teeth and slowly pushes Yun Yiyan away. She turned slowly and looked at Ryan. "I won't 

let you hurt my man!" 

"Jasmine!" 

"Ryan, I thank you for being with me in those days!" Said Su Molly, looking at Ryan. "But I want you to 

understand that feelings never come first and then! You should have told me when I went abroad four 

years ago! But now when I have someone I like, you can run out and destroy it 

Ryan tightened his brow. "You know." 

"Everyone can see that I'm too retarded to pretend I don't know." Su Molly replied. "Ryan, you can have 

a better life, don't stay with me."Yun Yiyan saw that Su Moli was biting her teeth and saying this to Ryan, 

and her body was shaking slightly. It looks like Ryan just hit it hard. He comes up and holds Su Molly. 

"Well, don't say it. I'll take you to the hospital 

"You don't have to go to the hospital." Su Molly said stubbornly. She's waiting for Ryan. 



Ryan had no idea of Su Molly. "You'd better go to the hospital." Just turn around and go. In fact, Su Mo 

Li is right. As early as four years ago, he should have told her his feelings for her. 

Seeing Ryan leave, Su Molly doesn't have the strength to hold on. She falls and sits on the ground. Yun 

Yiyan reaches out to support her. "Are you all right?" 

"Yun Yiyan, it's really painful!" So Molly didn't put up with it. 

Yun Yiyan then sends Su Moli to the hospital. Yun Yiyan also asks Xia yueqian to examine Su Moli in 

person. 

Xia yueqian takes a look at his brother. "Come on, don't be nervous! I'll go in and have a look 

Yun Yiyan is waiting outside for Xia yueqian and Su Moli to come out. Today, she is again in front of 

herself, which is really a big reversal. Other people are men to protect women, to him but become 

women to protect men! It's funny to say it! 

Xia yueqian in the consulting room to do a test, and give her medicine. "You bear the pain!" 

"Well!" Su Mo Li is afraid to make half a voice all the way. She doesn't want Yun Yiyan to worry. 

Xia yueqian gives Su Moli good medicine before he talks. "This time you protect my brother. Thank you 

"You're welcome! I'm also a man to protect me. " Su Molly replied. 

Xia yueqian smiles. "You look like this now. You may attend the wedding the day after tomorrow, and 

you won't be able to wear a beautiful skirt." 

By Xia yueqian said so, Su Moli immediately became nervous. "Is the back really serious? Is there a 

wound? " 

"There is no wound, but there is a bruise about the size of a fist, and you have to apply medicine these 

two days." Xia yueqian replied. 

Chapter 464 

Seeing Su Moli come out with a sad face, Yun Yiyan thinks something has happened. 

"What's the matter?" Yun Yiyan asked quickly. 

"My brother said I couldn't go to the wedding." Su Molly said wrongly. 

Cloud Yi Yan a listen to see Xia yueqian immediately, "how to return a responsibility?" 

Xia yueqian explained to Yun Yiyan, "so I suggest that she rest at home." 

Su Moli grabs Yun Yiyan's hand. "I can insist. Don't worry." 

"Well, don't be self willed. Do what your brother says." Since it's all like this. Yun Yiyan doesn't want Su 

Moli's situation to be more serious. 

"Yun Yiyan, don't do this. I said I could stick to it. Said that before I get better tomorrow, my physical 

recovery ability is also very fast Said Su Molly in a low voice. "It's the wedding dress that needs to be 

changed. You can't wear a backless dress." 
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Yun Yiyan's eyebrows picked several times. "I'll take you back to rest." 

"Not going home for dinner?" Su Moli originally thought how to make Xia Mingde happy, but this time it 

was delayed because of such things. 

Yun Yiyan glared at Su Moli, "do you still want to eat like this?" Sometimes, Yun Yiyan really can't 

understand Su Moli's ideas. When he feels like this, he still has to insist on doing unimportant things. 

Su Moli is not what Yun Yiyan thinks. She wants to go to the wedding. In fact, she doesn't want to face 

Yun Yiyan alone that day. Other people are in pairs, and he is there alone. She also wants to accompany 

Yun Yiyan, at least in such an environment, he will not be so lonely. 

As for eating at home, it is also for Yun Yiyan. Su Moli wants Xia Mingde to know that she is not what he 

thinks. She also wants Xia Mingde to recognize him. In this way, Yun Yiyan will not be hard to do. It's rare 

that he finally nods his head and agrees to his pursuit. But why didn't he understand his mind? 

"I'd better go home and have an early rest." Xia yueqian doesn't want Su Moli to be brave. "There are 

still opportunities in the future. Now it's important to be healthy." 

Su Molly didn't say anything when she saw that their brothers were so united. "I'll let Lao Liu pick me up. 

You go back quickly!" 

"Are you sure you don't need me to send you?" 

"Well!" Su Molly nods. "Yes, you go back! Wait a minute. Your father will be in a hurry. " 

"I feel like I'm still waiting for your family to come." Yun Yiyan is a little worried. Su Moli is here alone, so 

he wants Xia yueqian to go back first. I stay here with Su Molly. 

When Yun Yiyan returns to the Xia family, he finds that Xia Mingde and Xia yueqian are still waiting for 

him to eat. Yun Yiyan takes a look at Xia yueqian and seems to be asking what happened. Xia yueqian 

winked at Yun Yiyan and said that his father was in a bad mood today. 

Yun Yiyan immediately understood that it must be because of Su Moli's affairs. Xia Mingde also said in 

front of his own face that he didn't like Su molli. But this time he helped the Su family. He must have 

some opinions. 

"Dad, why don't you eat?" Yun Yiyan pretends to be OK and walks to the dining table. 

Xia Mingde was obviously angry. "Wait for you! Did you send that Sammy back? " 

Yun Yiyan nods. "Back." 

"Yi Yan, my father is not against your making a girlfriend. I even hope you get married soon. But let's not 

choose Sumeria, shall we 

"What's the reason for Dad's objection?" Yun Yiyan asked. 

"She used to be a bad girl, and she used to mix with some bad places." Xia Mingde still cares. 

Yun Yiyan took a sip of water, "that my past is also very bad. Why don't you talk about me? Maybe the 

Su family also cares. In a city, many people know that Yun Yiyan used to be a jerk! " 



"How dare the Su family?" Xia Mingde said angrily. "What are they? This time you help them, they 

should have sniggered! How dare you make a mistake? My son is not good, and now he is the boss of 

their st! " 

Yun Yiyan smiles. "Yes, of course dad thinks I'm good, and thinks that Su Molly is not worthy of being 

with me! From another angle, her family will think the same way. " 

Xia Mingde is silent. In fact, every parent's heart is the same, and they all think their children are good. 

Or he is really a little extreme, think of Su Molly's past and deny all of this person. 

Xia yueqian said according to circumstances: "Dad, although Su Moli's character is a little strong, she has 

twice consecutively sacrificed her life to protect her brother. It can be seen that she is sincere to her 

brother. In fact, this girl contacts down, the person is also very good! You can see her family background 

is OK, you don't want your brother to be single all his life 

Xia Mingde frowns. She can't deny that Su Moli has really blocked Yun Yiyan twice. Otherwise, she will 

be Yun Yiyan when she enters the hospital. After all, Xia Mingde still cares about Su Molly's past. 

"Dad, I want to try with her." Yun Yiyan opens his mouth. "I don't know what the future will be like, but 

now I think I can try it with her." 

"I see." Xia Mingde did not oppose or approve, "have a meal!"Xia yueqian secretly gave Yun Yiyan a 

gesture. Since xiamingde didn't speak, it was only a matter of time that he would accept. If yunyiyan 

continues to insist, Xia Mingde should not oppose it. After all, there is no parents who don't want to 

make their children happy! 

If at the end of the day, sharminghad still can't promise, they will not let Huo Dongyang appear. In any 

way, sharminghd will give huodongyang this face. Xia yueqian in the heart for cloud Yi Yan thought well. 

A wedding two days later. 

Xia yueqian and yunyiyan got up early to prepare. Although the wedding was only started in the 

afternoon, there are still many things to prepare for. 

Huodongyang also called xiamingde in the morning, and asked him to urge Xia yueqian to pay attention 

to some links. Xiamingde also promised that huodongyang will do all the work well today. 

Seeing that the brothers were going out, Xia Ming De also explained again and again that he should pay 

attention to the details. After the brothers went out, summer also set out to prepare for the wedding. 

At the wedding scene, huodongyang arranged people to maintain the order of the scene here, and strive 

for the wedding to be all in all. 

Su Mo Li arrived at the wedding scene in a white dress. She saw the beautiful wedding scene. She even 

fantasized about her wedding with yunyiyan. 

"Little jasmine!" 

Hearing someone call herself, Su Molly turns around and sees Qin Hao, she cries brightly, "Uncle Qin!" 

"It's so beautiful today." Qin Hao looked at it. 



"Uncle Qin is very handsome today." "Said sumberry, laughing. 

Qin Hao looks at Su Mo Li, and also remembers that yunyiyan said that Su Mo Li will not come today. "I 

heard you saved yunyiyan bravely again. Shouldn't you have a rest at home today? How come you 

"I am worried that yunyiyan is one-on-one, so I came here." Sumberry replied. 

Chapter 465 

Hearing Su Moli's words, Qin Hao tut several times. It seems that she is really for the sake of Yun Yiyan. 

"Molly, my uncle told you that this man can't be too nice to him, otherwise he will look down on you 

and think it's something you should do for granted. You're going to have a hard time. Uncle is someone 

who has come to teach you some experience! " Qin Hao said solemnly. 

Su Moli smiles because she thinks it's strange for Qin Hao to say such things to herself, and it doesn't 

sound very reliable. "Uncle Qin, is this really the case?" 

"Yes Qin Hao heard Su Moli's question, but he was not happy. 

Su Moli doesn't want to continue to make trouble with Qin Hao. She knows that Qin Hao is kind enough 

to care about herself. She did not go on with the topic. "Hasn't the bride come yet?" 

"It's going to be a while before we get there." Qin Hao replied. With that, Qin Hao saw Huo Dongyang, 

and he immediately waved to Huo Dongyang. 

Huo Dongyang also came to see Su Mo Li and was surprised when he saw it. "Why are you here? If you 

are injured, you should rest at home. " 

Su Molly knew that Huo Dongyang also cared about herself. She said with a smile, "I'm ok. You don't 

have to worry about it. I'm sure I'm here because I don't have a problem. " 

Huo Dongyang glanced at Su Molly faintly. He didn't seem to believe Su molli's words. He had been 

injured frequently before, so he knew exactly where Su Moli was injured. What's more, she was still a 

woman, and Ryan's fist was clearly full of strength. 

In the face of Huo Dongyang's suspicious eyes, Su Moli continued: "today I'm not the protagonist, don't 

always stare at me." 

"Don't hold on to it." Huo Dongyang finally said this to Su Moli, and then went on to greet other people. 

Qin Hao also had a task, so he quickly walked away, leaving Su Moli alone at the scene. Su Molly found a 

place where there was no one to sit down. After sitting down, her eyebrows wrinkled, and the position 

behind her was burning like a fire. I don't want to take medicine in the morning just to avoid the smell of 

the medicine. Today, I also choose a conservative long skirt to wear. You can't see the whole back, so as 

long as you keep it, you can't see any problems. 

Now, Su Molly needs to rest here, or something will definitely go wrong. 

"Even if you know the pain, try to be brave!" From behind came the voice of Yun Yiyan. 
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Su Molly turns her head and sees Yun Yiyan wearing a suit. She is really handsome! Her face also showed 

a brilliant smile, eyes are all stars, today's cloud Yiyan and handsome to a new height. "Are you here?" 

Yun Yiyan walked around and sat down beside Su Moli, "didn't you tell you not to come here today? Is 

that position painful? " 

"It's OK. It's all right to see you." Su Molly said with a smile. 

Just now I heard Huo Dongyang say that Su Moli is coming. Yun Yiyan is also surprised, but he is also 

moved by some small things. In fact, she came here for her own sake. Yun Yiyan still felt warm in her 

heart. Then he searched the scene for Su Molly. Finally, seeing Su Moli huddled in this corner, Yun Yiyan 

knew that her back hurt and that she was trying to be brave. 

"You're not allowed to do this again!" Yun Yiyan said solemnly. 

Su Molly saw Yun Yiyan angry, she kept nodding, "well, I know." 

"I'll find you a room to rest." With that, Yun Yiyan stood up to prepare a room for Su Moli. 

Su Moli reaches out and holds Yun Yiyan's hand. "Yun Yiyan doesn't need it. I don't want to be special. 

Today's protagonists are brother and Yun Muxin. I can insist on it. Don't make it wait. Everyone knows it. 

On the contrary, it will make people feel disgusted. " 

Yun Yiyan sighed and sat down again. "Are you sure you can stick to it?" 

Su Molly said with a smile. "As long as you accompany me, I can insist on anything." 

Yun Yiyan looks at Su Moli with a smile on her face. She has no way to deal with her. "If you don't feel 

well, do let me know. Otherwise, the disease will fall to the root in the future. " 

Listening to Yun Yiyan's words of concern, Su Moli is bold. She puts her head on Yun Yiyan's shoulder. "I 

will pay attention. Because I still want to accompany you all my life 

Listening to Su Moli's words, Yun Yiyan even imagined a picture of the future, the future of him and Su 

Moli. Thinking of this, Yun Yiyan also has a smile on his lips. Or really want to thank this girl, in their most 

lonely time strong appeared. 

Yun Yiyan's tone of voice is much lighter. "The wedding is about to start. I'm going to be busy. Can you 

do it alone? " 

Su Moli raised her head, she looked at Yun Yiyan and nodded. "Well, yes! Because it's already charged! " 

Yun Yiyan reached out and touched her head, "wait for me here." 

"OK!" Su Moli smiles at Yun Yiyan. 

This scene was seen by Xia Mingde, who did not seem to have seen his son show such an expression. But 

he was very natural to Su Molly, it seems that they are serious. In fact, looking at Su Molly like this, I 

don't think she has any bad habits. It looks like a serious girl, but are these disguises or natures?After 

Yun Yiyan walks away, Su Moli's eyes always follow his back, until she can't see, she takes back her eyes. 

At this time, she just looked at Xia Mingde. When she sees Xia Mingde, Su Moli stands up and bows to 

Xia Mingde immediately. 



Xia Mingde is a little tutor when he sees Su Moli. He simply stepped forward. "Miss Su, you are welcome 

today." 

"It's my pleasure." Su Molly replied politely. 

"I heard you were hurt?" Xia Mingde seems to know the question. 

"I'm much better." Su Molly replied. "And I promised that Yun Yiyan would come today, so I can't break 

my promise." 

When Xia Mingde heard Su Moli's words, she changed her mind. It seems that she is serious about Yun 

Yiyan. Otherwise, she won't be able to bear the injury. 

"Miss Su's perseverance is also admirable." 

"I just do what I think I should do." 

"But first of all, Miss Su should know what I think of you." Xia Mingde also expresses his attitude directly. 

He is also telling Su Moli that if he wants to be with Yun Yiyan, he is not so easy to pass. 

Su Molly nods. "I know. But I will not give up Yun Yiyan because of this. Uncle Xia, I will try my best to 

prove that I am worthy of Yun Yiyan, but I also want you not to take prejudice against me and stop me 

from being with Yun Yiyan. " 

Xia Mingde knew that the girl would not be so obedient. What she said before was so good that the last 

sentence was the key point. "Miss Su is really eloquent." 

Su Moli frowned and thought that this was Yun Yiyan's father. She couldn't go too far. When she 

hesitated, Huo Dongyang just came over and said, "what's the matter?" 

Chapter 466 

Su Molly saw Huo Dongyang coming, she immediately called Uncle Huo kindly. 

Huo Dongyang accidentally nodded his head, "what do you say here?" 

Xia Mingde saw that Huo Dongyang and Su Moli looked very familiar, but they didn't say what they had 

planned. Hear Su Molly call that uncle Huo, also see Huo Dongyang's response, Xia Mingde knows the 

situation. This girl now has Huo Dongyang behind her back. 

Xia Mingde is wondering whether Su Moli will take this opportunity to say something to Huo Dongyang. 

He owes Huo Dongyang a lot of gratitude. If Huo Dongyang really opens his mouth to help Su Moli, he 

really can't say a word of No. So he immediately looked at Su Molly and wanted her to stop talking. 

Su Moli glanced at Xia Mingde with her eyes. Of course, she understood what he meant, but she didn't 

want to say that Xia Mingde was not good because he was still Yun Yiyan's father. If he really did, Yun 

Yiyan would be hard to do. 

"Uncle Huo, just now uncle Xia reminded me to pay attention to politeness today and not to mess 

around. After all, today's people are big people. " 
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Huo Dongyang can see that Su Moli doesn't want to embarrass Xia Mingde, so she says so. He raised his 

eyelids and looked at Xia Mingde, as if he wanted to make sure whether it was such a thing. 

Since Su Molly gave herself a step down, Xia Mingde would go down even if she didn't want to. It's not a 

good thing to offend Huo Dongyang. Today, the eldest son is going to get married. He is the parent of 

Yun Muxin. He has to give face to his family. Second, he is still the head of the younger son's boss, if 

really because of his own influence on the younger son's future, that is not what he would like to see. 

"Mr. Huo, yes! I just want Molly to pay more attention Replied Xia Mingde. 

"Go over there and help." Huo Dongyang just let Su Mo Li go. He also wanted to take advantage of this 

time to chat with Xia Mingde. 

Su Molly immediately nodded, picked up her skirt and went in the other direction. But I am very grateful 

to Huo Dongyang for helping him out. 

After su Moli left, Huo Dongyang looked at Xia Mingde and said, "does Xia Lao still have an opinion on Su 

Moli?" 

"A little bit." Xia Mingde nodded. 

"Xia Lao, in fact, you'd better let Yun Yiyan solve these problems by himself. Su Moli can't solve them. I 

think this girl is also very stubborn, the more you object, she is more and more vigorous. We always 

think that they are not suitable. In fact, there is nothing suitable or inappropriate. The most important 

thing is to accommodate each other. " 

Huo Dongyang's words made Xia Mingde silent for a while. He looked at Huo Dongyang and asked, "Mr. 

Huo, why did you help Su Moli?" 

"Seeing her seems to see the young self at the beginning. She does what she wants to do and strives for 

what she wants, without worrying about the result. Her persistence to Yun Yiyan actually shows one 

thing. She is at least a serious and brave person. " Huo Dongyang replied. "It would be nice if sommelie 

could keep it that way all the time." 

Xia Mingde sighs, but he seldom reveals his feelings with Huo Dongyang. "I just think her past is bad." 

"Who has no past. The past can't represent the present. I think she's fine now. And this time it's also Yun 

Yiyan's own choice. Shouldn't you support it? " 

Huo Dongyang finished and walked away. Xia Mingde stood in the same place alone, and seemed to be 

recalling what Huo Dongyang had said just now. 

On the other side, Su Moli finds Qin Hao. Qin Hao sees that Su Moli is not happy, and then gives her a 

cup of juice. "Don't mind what Xia Mingde said. You don't live with him in the future. You just need to 

think about you and Yun Yiyan. " 

"Uncle Qin, that's yunyiyan's father. I can't be so indifferent!" Su Molly replied. She has no mother since 

she was a child, so Su Mo Li cherishes the time of her family together. 

Qin Hao found that Su Moli had such a sensitive side. "Jasmine, sometimes it's hard to think too much 

about it." 



"Uncle Qin, I also want to be simple, but life is not so easy. If you like a person, you have to accept 

everything, including his family. Yun Yiyan's family was not many, and his present status is somewhat 

embarrassing. He is not only the son of the Xia family, but also has to shoulder the responsibility of the 

cloud family. " 

Qin Hao laughs, did not expect this wench to think so much. Yun Yiyan also found a treasure this time. 

"Well, since you have your own ideas, uncle, I won't say so much." Qin Hao put his hand on Su Moli's 

shoulder and said, "come on 

Su Moli showed a brilliant smile to Qin Hao 

This scene is busy greeting the guests of Yun Yiyan to see, Su Moli actually to other men also show such 

a smile. My heart suddenly feel bad, and just did not let her sit there waiting for her, how can this be 

here? 

Molly is familiar with the man standing in front of her. A moment later, Yun Yiyan remembered. This is 

the man who had dinner with Su Molly in the restaurant that day. 

He's here, too? No wonder that Su Molly is so happy. What's the meaning of this man now? He put his 

hand on Su Molly's shoulder.No matter what Yun Yiyan thinks, he is very embarrassed. He puts down his 

work and walks by. As he approached, he heard the silver bell like laughter of Sumeria, and frowned 

uncontrollably. Today he must know the man's true face! 

Yunyiyan quickened two steps, "SUMARI!" 

When she heard yunyiyan, Su Mo Li immediately looked at Xiang Yiyan. She saw yunyiyan calm when 

she wanted to talk. Her smile was also stiff. Qin Hao also felt bad after hearing the voice of Yun Yiyan, 

which would be estimated that he could not escape. He quickly thought about how to deal with it. 

Yunyiyan saw Su Mo Li's sudden change of expression, and he squinted. "Don't you have to wait for me 

there?" 

"I......" Sumberry wants to explain, but I don't know how to explain when she sees the expression of 

yunyiyan. 

"This is..." Cloud Yi Yan looked at this always back to his man asked. 

Su Mo Li looked at Qin Hao with some worry. I really don't know how to introduce it. Sumeria moved 

her mouth, but she couldn't speak. 

Qin Hao turned around generously at this time, he said looking at yunyiyan. "Yundong, what's the 

matter?" 

"QinHao!" It was a complete accident. I didn't expect it was QinHao. I saw them talking so well just now, 

and it was not like the first time I met. 

"Cloud Dong seems to be surprised?" Qin Hao said with a smile. "I saw little Molly standing here alone, 

so I came to talk to her for a day. I didn't expect we were very involved, it was just a coincidence. " 

Yun Yiyan looks at Qin Hao with a calm face, but she asks Su Mo Li. "Is that the case?" 



"Yes!" Su Molly nodded, Qin Hao helped herself so much, she must not dismantle his platform. 

After hearing the answer, yunyiyan immediately pulls her to her side. "Qin Hao, remember that you 

have a wife." 

Chapter 467 

Qin Hao chuckled when he heard Yun Yiyan's warning. 

"So you are jealous now?" Qin Hao asked with a smile. The idea of playing a trick on Yun Yiyan comes up 

in my mind. 

"Qin Hao, this is my business. Besides, you should take care of Nian Jianlan now, instead of leaving her 

alone in the rest room. If you are her husband, you should take good care of her instead of chatting with 

other women here 

Hearing Yun Yiyan say a long and breathless speech, Qin Hao raises the corner of his mouth and shows 

an indifferent look. It seems that Yun Yiyan pays more attention to Su Moli than they think, but it is also 

a good thing for Su Moli. This girl has worked hard for so long, and finally she has made achievements. 

This is also very good! 

However, seeing Yun Yiyan's attitude, Qin Hao also feels that he still needs to be stimulated. He took a 

step closer, lowered his head in Yun Yiyan's ear and said, "in fact, I think Su Moli is quite to my taste, 

young and energetic!" 

Hearing Qin Hao's words, Yun Yiyan was furious. He clenched his fist. He glared at Qin Hao, almost 

gnashing his teeth and said, "Qin Hao, are you still alone? You are not worthy of Jane LAN! " 

Qin Hao stepped back a few steps. He also felt that if he said one more word, maybe Yun Yiyan would hit 

people, so he wanted to open a safe distance now. If Yun Yiyan does, he can also guard against it. 

"Why are you so angry?" Qin Hao replied. "I didn't say I divorced Xiao Lan. Are you so excited? " 

"Qin Hao, don't forget your commitment to Jian LAN in the past. If you forget, then I will certainly not let 

you go!" Yun Yiyan warned Qin Hao seriously. 

Qin Hao shrugged, "in fact, you're worried about me robbing Jasmine? But you never admitted that 

Molly was your woman. As the saying goes, "my fair lady is a gentleman, isn't it?" 

Yun Yiyan was completely angry. "Go to you, Qin Hao didn't expect you to be such a shameless person! 

What is my fair lady? Are you qualified? " 

"Why didn't I? I really appreciate jasmine, dare to love and hate! " Qin Hao continued to say that he was 

not afraid of death. 

Hearing this, Yun Yiyan said his heart. "Qin Hao, you can take care of your own women. My women 

don't need you to manage them!" 

As soon as the words came out, Qin Hao's face was wearing a satisfied smile. He looked at Su Moli and 

said, "little Molly, this man is also good. Remember to hold on. I'm going to find my woman. " 
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Su Molly this meeting just from cloud Yiyan just words to relax, she nodded excitedly. "Thank you, uncle 

Qin." 

When Yun Yiyan heard this, he suddenly realized that he had just fallen into the hole dug by Qin Hao. He 

looks back at Su Molly standing next to him. The girl's excited eyes are really obvious. "Is this fun?" 

Su Mo Li smiles and blinks. "In fact, I don't know uncle Qin will be like this. He just wants to help me." 

"Uncle Qin?" Yun Yiyan repeated, "it's very kind. Do you think it's fun?" 

Su Moli knew that Yun Yiyan was angry, so she quickly shook her head. "No. He told me to call that. " 

Yun Yiyan looks into Su Moli's eyes and thinks she's not lying. It seems that Qin Hao's idea is really to 

stimulate himself. As expected, he is a man with a good mind. At this time, he still wants to fix himself. 

Su Molly sees Yun Yiyan calm down. She reaches out and takes Yun Yiyan's arm with a little coquetry. "Is 

that true?" 

"What is true?" Yun Yiyan asked. 

The smile on Su Molly's face was closed. "Is it that you said I was your woman?" 

Yun Yiyan looks down at Su Moli's eyes, which are waiting for his reply. His heart is also throbbing. "So 

Molly, are you playing dumb for me now? Or do you really know nothing? " 

"What?" Su Mo Li is also confused by Yun Yiyan. Do you think your understanding is wrong? 

"Fool! Remember, stay away from other men. If I find something wrong with you, the Su family will be in 

danger. " 

Su Moli is not worried about the threat of Yun Yiyan. She also knows that Yun Yiyan only talks about it at 

most. Since he has helped, he will not stop in the middle of the way. This will not be good for his 

reputation, and will also have an impact on HD. Huo Dongyang will certainly not stand idly by. 

Su Moli of course did not continue to ask Yun Yiyan, "I know. It's more difficult for you to say you like me 

than to go to heaven! " 

When someone comes to look for yunyiyan, Su Moli asks yunyiyan to be busy first. She can take care of 

herself. 

Because of Qin Hao's incident, Yun Yiyan is obviously not at ease. Su Moli is alone. "Is your wound still 

painful? If you can hold on to it, do it with me. " 

Hear such a sentence, Su Molly there will be pain. This sentence is comparable to all people's panacea, 

what wound has become nonexistent at this time, "good!" 

Yun Yiyan takes Su Moli's hand and starts to walk around the wedding site. In fact, Yun Yiyan's doing so 

is tantamount to announcing Su Moli's identity. After walking for several circles, Yun Yiyan asks Su Moli 

if she is tired."Not tired!" Su Molly replied. 

"The wedding is about to start. If you are tired, find a place to sit down and rest." 

"No, no, I'll just follow you." Su Molly said with a smile. 



Yun Yiyan clenched Su Moli's hand, "OK!" With that, he took Su Molly to the sign in office. 

Qin Hao, standing in the distance, is looking at Yun Yiyan and Su Moli with a glass of wine. Isn't that 

good? Before still so pretend to force, like to be brave to show! 

Huo Dongyang stops at Qin Hao's side. "Don't you worry about Yun Yiyan's hand just now?" 

"Then I'll find Molly in front of me!" Qin Hao replied. "And I think my approach is very good. Yun Yiyan is 

a person who shows his own ideas only by stimulating. You can see that they are very well matched. 

How can I be regarded as the first merit? " 

Huo Dongyang also looks at the direction of Yun Yiyan and Su Moli. "Yun Yiyan should be happy indeed!" 

In fact, Qin Hao and Huo Dongyang have such an idea in mind. After all, they were the people who once 

hurt Yun Yiyan. Now that Su Moli appears, they are willing to see the result, so they help secretly this 

time, saying that they want to compensate Yun Yiyan. 

"Dongyang, I really hope to see them spend their lives together." Qin Hao is also blessing in his heart. 

Huo Dongyang takes a look at Qin Hao. "Good performance this time. I'll give you a bonus later." 

"Boss, I should have worked harder and assisted a few times if I knew there were such extra benefits. 

Maybe they could get married together today." Qin Hao immediately said, also anxious to continue to 

assist. 

Huo Dongyang smiles. "You can keep trying! If you succeed, double the bonus 

“OK! I promise to finish the task! " 

Chapter 468 

The wedding ceremony was officially announced. 

Yun Muxin is wearing a white and gorgeous wedding dress standing at the door, across the veil, she saw 

Xia yueqian standing at the other end. She showed a bright and happy smile, or never thought that she 

would have such a day, of course, her heart can not hide some excitement. Today, she will wear her own 

wedding dress to marry Xia yueqian. 

Looking back on the past and Xia yueqian know each other bit by bit, now become a good memory. 

Once thought that missed, fortunately they hand in hand. In fact, there are too many joys and sorrows 

in this world, and there are also a lot of misfortunes. So what they have to do is cherish every minute 

and every second that they are together now. 

Yun Muxin's heart is very excited, she also saw a lot of familiar faces, they all came to bless themselves 

and Xia yueqian. I sincerely thank them for being here today and her relatives for their help and care in 

the past time. If there were no them, there would be no cloud Mu Xin today. 

Yun Muxin looks at Xia yueqian's direction again, and today he is going to marry this man. I remember 

the first time I met him, they just bickered, and then too many things happened, which led to 

separation. Fortunately, they all grasped their happiness. "To spend my life together with you." 
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Cloud Mu Xin's ear also once again sounded Xia yueqian's words that day when he received the 

certificate. He felt very warm in his heart. This life with his company will certainly not be lonely, of 

course, there will be quarrels and bickering, but Yun Muxin believes that they will be happy, so as not to 

let go of the man who was in order to fulfill himself and Xia yueqian. 

Huo Dongyang went to the side of yunmu heart, he half bent to know the arm, "we are going to start." 

Cloud Mu Xin reached out and took Huo Dongyang's arm and looked up at Huo Dongyang. In fact, she 

should thank Huo Dongyang more. Without him, everything would not exist now. Yun Muxin said 

gratefully, "thank you, uncle." 

"Thank you for what?" Huo Dongyang asked. 

"Thank you for accepting me, for your encouragement, for letting me see the world, and for letting me 

harvest my own happiness." 

"I'll take all your thanks. If you don't have a good time in the future, think about what you said to me 

today." Huo Dongyang said to Yun Muxin. 

Cloud Mu Xin smiles. "Uncle, I will be happy! Xia yueqian will be nice to me, please don't worry 

"Good!" Huo Dongyang nods. 

Huo Dongyang and Yun Muxin are also ready to go forward, "uncle, I'm ready." 

But how to say, Yun Muxin's heart is also a little nervous, she took a deep breath. Huo Dongyang saw 

that Yun Muxin was ready, and then said, "let's go!" 

Yun Muxin took Huo Dongyang's arm and began to take steps. She went to the man who she wanted to 

entrust for life. 

People watching the ceremony on both sides also warmly applauded and blessed. In the crowd, a man 

was wearing sunglasses, and his eyes were always watching Yun Mu Xin. Instead of clapping, he stood 

quietly in the crowd, seemingly out of place. 

Yun Muxin smiles and nods to everyone to express her gratitude. She just ignores the man wearing 

sunglasses. At the moment of eye contact, the man quickly dodges and turns his head to the other side. 

Yun Muxin suddenly felt nervous. He saw the man as if he was When Yun Muxin wants to continue to 

see clearly, he can no longer find his figure, he seems to disappear in an instant. 

See cloud Mu Xin step out of some disorder, Huo Dongyang asked in a low voice: "what's the matter?" 

"Uncle, I think I saw him." Cloud Mu Xin answers. "He seems to be here." 

Hearing Yun Muxin's words, Huo Dongyang also looked back at the direction just now, but he didn't see 

anything. Is it really that Yun Muxin is wrong? Or is he really here, just don't want them to see it? 

Xia yueqian quickly discovered the difference between Yun Muxin and Huo Dongyang. What was there 

in the direction just now that made them both look twice at the same time. However, seeing that Yun 

Mu Xin was about to come to him, Xia yueqian didn't take care of so much. He went forward two steps 

and waited for Yun Muxin's arrival. 



Huo Dongyang took Yun Mu Xin to Xia yueqian and said, "I give you my admiration. I will treat her well in 

the future." 

"I will, please don't worry!" Xia yueqian also promised Huo Dongyang. 

Watching Xia yueqian lead Yun Muxin to the stage. Huo Dongyang also turned to prepare to return to 

his position. At this time, Huo Dongyang's eyes saw the man wearing sunglasses in the crowd. His eyes 

quickly blinked a few times. It seemed that he was also making sure that he was wrong. This time, he 

was sure that he was not wrong, he really came! 

Wearing sunglasses, the man nodded slightly to Huo Dongyang, and then his eyes fell on the cloud Mu 

Xin and Xia yueqian on the stage. 

Huo Dongyang sorted out his emotions and returned to his position. As soon as he sat down, Yun Yiyan 

asked in a low voice, "what did you see just now?" 

"Someone who used to be familiar with." Huo Dongyang replied. 

Hearing Huo Dongyang's words, Yun Yiyan also wants to look back, but he is pressed by Huo Dongyang. 

"Don't look. Since he doesn't want us to notice him, we should not pay attention to him.""Is that him?" 

Yun Yiyan asked in a low voice, and Huo Dongyang nodded his head. 

When Yun Yiyan heard this, he knew who Huo Dongyang saw? The man from City C came, and the man 

who disappeared in the eyes of the world appeared. It's just that his identity is not known now. 

When Su Molly hears the conversation between Huo Dongyang and Yun Yiyan, she obviously doesn't 

know what they are talking about, as if they are saying a riddle. She also asked curiously. "Who's here?" 

"Don't be fussy." Yun Yiyan interrupts Su Moli. 

"Oh..." Sammy nodded. Although she is curious, she also knows that she can't be too busy at this time. 

At this time, the surrounding applause rang out. On the stage, a couple of new people are kissing, petals 

falling all over the sky, just like a fairy tale picture. 

Su Molly was looking forward to this scene, and whispered: "how beautiful!" If only she could have such 

a dream wedding in the future. 

Soon to pick up the link, Su molli of course also want to receive yunmuxin's bouquet, so the next person 

to get married is herself. But Su Molly is not the only one who has these ideas. Other people start to 

fight when they throw out the flowers. They also start to push me and me. Su Molly is sandwiched in the 

middle, can't give full play to her strengths, the more women at this time are crazy. 

The flowers rolled around in the crowd and flew out. Just as a group of women were ready to continue 

to rob, the flower bouquet seemed to have been enchanted and landed on Yun Yiyan, who was sitting in 

the audience. 

Yun Yiyan looked at the flowers that fell steadily in his hands. He was stunned for a moment. What's the 

situation?! 

Chapter 469 
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When a group of women rushed over, they saw the flowers in the hands of Yun Yiyan. 

Su Moli was pushed to the back of the line, so she couldn't see anything. When she pushed all the 

people forward, she saw that some women really had the courage to go up to Yun Yiyan to express her 

feelings. 

But this time Su Mo Li didn't rush up. Instead, she stood still and looked at Yun Yiyan quietly. She had 

already cursed several times in her heart. Those women don't have a face. Now Yun Yiyan is already in 

charge, but he is still so shameless. 

Su Moli also looks at Yun Yiyan. This person really stands there and is confessed by other women. Where 

does she put herself! Su Moli stamped her foot angrily, and the hateful cloud Yiyan. Men all feel that 

they like this sense of vanity. It's good to be surrounded by women and feel that they can satisfy their 

inner satisfaction. 

At this time, a woman rushed from behind, just hit Su Molly's injured position, as if something had been 

inserted into her back. Just like this, from the impact, Su Moli's tears almost came out. She scolded in a 

low voice. 

As a result, this was heard by the woman. She looked back at Su Molly, and her eyes were full of scorn, 

"who should I scold? How noble do you think you are?! Do you think Yuner Shao will really like you 

when you are dressed like this today? It's hard to pretend to be a white lotus 

Hearing this, Su Molly's anger suddenly came out. She endured the constant pain behind the wound, she 

was also fierce. "My white lotus, what flower are you? In my opinion, you are not even a flower. You are 

rubbish 

"You The woman was also angry, and she reached out to hit Su Molly. Of course, Su Molly is not a 

vegetarian. She reaches out and grabs the woman's wrist. Her eyes squint slightly. She twists the wrist of 

the woman with a strong hand. After listening carefully, she can still hear the sound of card. The 

woman's wrist seems to be misplaced. 

Women's tears suddenly came out, "pain!" 

Su Molly soon let go of the woman, "pain, so it hurts? It must be hurt and painful to chase Yun Yiyan. " 

"Help The woman saw that she wasn't strong enough for Su Molly, so she yelled. 

It really caught everyone's attention. Everyone looked at the woman and Su Molly. 

Su Moli stood in the same place with a calm face. She was not afraid of other people's pointing. On the 

contrary, the woman pretended to be pitiful, crying and accusing Su Molly of her crime. 

After a while, the woman's father came. Hearing his daughter's crying, the man got angry and put out 

his hand to give Su Molly a slap in the face. Su Mo Li once more hide in the past, as expected is what 

kind of parents have what kind of daughter. They were so speechless that they all started with the same 

action as soon as they came up. It's really nothing new. 

Yun Yiyan pushed aside the crowd and came in. He looked at everyone calmly and finally put his eyes on 

Su Moli. But look at this girl with nothing, feel that she is not bullied. He went over and said, "what 

happened?" 



When the woman saw that Yun Yiyan was coming, she immediately jumped into Yun Yiyan's arms. 

"Yundong, this shrewd woman starts to beat me, you see!" 

Yun Yiyan coldly looked at the hand handed over by the woman. The position of his wrist was already 

red and swollen. It seems that it is not a fake. It seems that she only started with Su Moli. 

"Did you do it?" Yun Yiyan looks at Su Moli and asks. 

Su Molly nodded. "Yes." She did, she admitted. 

"Why do you do it?" 

"She did it first!" Su Molly replied. 

Yun Yiyan's eyes fall on the woman who is still stuck in his arms. He frowns and pushes the woman 

away. His eyes also have a trace of disgust. 

Huo Dongyang and Qin Hao, who are not far away, are standing in the same place with their glasses in 

their hands to see the excitement, but they have no intention to make a move. 

"Boss, are we really not going to fight?" Qin Hao asked. 

Huo Dongyang looked at Qin Hao and said, "what's so urgent? If he can't handle these things well, it's 

meaningless." 

"All right." Qin Hao nods. In fact, Huo Dongyang also wants to see how much weight Su Moli has in Yun 

Yiyan's heart. Just now the two of them witnessed the whole process of the heat. The woman also 

deliberately bumped into Su Moli, and then deliberately provoked Su molli. It is estimated that she also 

said some very ugly words, otherwise, she would not have started with Su Moli's character. 

Qin Hao just want to move his eyes, but see Su Mo Li behind the exudation of a red flower, on the snow-

white skirt appears particularly abrupt. Her wound should have opened! Just now that woman should 

not know how to bump into so simple, must have done something. 

Qin Hao puts down his glass and wants to walk over. Huo Dongyang pulls him. "Where to go?" 

"So Molly's hurt. You see, she's bleeding behind her back." Qin Hao replied. 

Hearing Qin Hao's words, Huo Dongyang also looked at the past. Sure enough, he saw that there was 

blood oozing from the back of Du Su Mo Li, and his clothes were dyed red. Huo Dongyang sighed, "pay 

attention to propriety.""I see." 

After Yun Yiyan pushed the woman away, he asked, "did you do it first?" 

"Mr. Yun, you see I'm hurt. How can I do it? This woman is very thoughtful. You must see her true face 

clearly 

Su Molly looked at the woman who was the villain's first accusation, and her eyes were all disdainful. 

She hit her wound on purpose just now, but she still hit her wound accurately. Su Moli is sure that the 

woman also inserted something into her wound. 



At this time, the whole wound seems to have been burned. There should be blood behind the wound. 

There is a faint smell of blood. Su Moli frowns. She looks at Yun Yiyan, but she is worried that Yun Yiyan 

doesn't believe herself. 

Yun Yiyan looks at Su Moli's situation, and her face turns pale. Although she stands very straight, she is 

not willing to say a word more. There seems to be something wrong with her. "What's wrong with you, 

Sumeria?" 

Qin Hao went to Su Moli and said with a worried face, "what do you think, Jasmine? I'll take you to the 

hospital. Your wound is bleeding 

Hearing Qin Hao's words, Yun Yiyan immediately went to check. As soon as he approached, Yun Yiyan 

smelled the smell of blood. He stretched out his hand and pulled Su Moli into his arms. Yun Yiyan 

stretched out his head and saw the blood seeping from behind Su Moli. 

Yun Yiyan is angry. "Who got it?" 

Qin Hao was nervous when he saw Yun Yiyan, but he also gave him a look, "Yundong, aren't you very 

retarded in asking this question?" 

"Molly, uncle, take you to the hospital!" Qin Hao finished and reached for lasumi. 

Yun Yiyan holds Su Moli in his arms. "Don't bother you, my woman, I will take care of myself." 

Chapter 470 

When Yun Yiyan holds Su Moli, she can feel her body shaking. 

"Does it hurt?" Yun Yiyan said softly. 

"Well." Su Molly said. Yun Yiyan doesn't dare to touch Su Moli's wound. The blood color is really 

dazzling. 

Qin Hao worried that Su Moli's current situation would cause other people's uneasiness and panic. He 

took off his coat and put it on Su Moli. Yun Yiyan stares at him. "Qin Hao, don't make trouble at this 

time. I don't think you are deaf. You should have heard what I said just now 

"Yun Yiyan, it's not the time to argue. Take jasmine to the hospital first." Qin Hao frowned and said, "I 

didn't expect that Yun Yiyan would still care about this at this time. He felt speechless in his heart. 

Yun Yiyan looks at Qin Hao coldly, but doesn't care too much about him. He picks up Su Moli directly. "I'll 

leave it to you." 

Seeing Yun Yiyan's attitude, Qin Hao didn't want to agree. However, he nodded at Su Moli's face. 

Cloud Yi Yan low head looking at Huaili Su Mo Li, voice also rare gentle ground says: "bear with a bit." 

Xia yueqian comes to know this, and asks Yun Yiyan to take Su Moli to the rest room for preliminary 

treatment. 

Yun Yiyan puts Su Moli on the bed. Her back touches the bed. Su Mo Li hisses and locks her eyebrows. 

The tears fall out directly. 
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"Does it hurt?" Yun Yiyan asked nervously, even at a loss. 

Xia yueqian came in with his first-aid kit. "It's better to lie down, so that I can check and bandage." 

Su Moli bit her teeth and turned herself over. She buried her head in the pillow. She didn't want Yun 

Yiyan to see what she was like at the moment. 

Yun Yiyan saw that the quilt was also dyed red, and his eyebrows were frowning. The girl had been in 

pain just now, but she was still holding on. Can't she pretend to be pathetic like that woman? It's really 

stubborn to endure by myself! 

Xia yueqian immediately pushed Yun Yiyan away, "give up the position." 

Yun Yiyan stands on the edge, watching Xia yueqian help Su Moli stop bleeding. When he saw Xia 

yueqian going to pull the zipper on her skirt, Yun Yiyan felt nervous for a moment, "brother, what do 

you want like this?" 

"Check! What do I think of the wound if I don't pull the skirt apart. " Xia yueqian replied. "You go out 

first, don't disturb me here!" 

Although Yun Yiyan doesn't want to go out, he doesn't want Su Moli to have something to do, so he 

goes out slowly. As soon as he got to the door, he heard Su Moli's scream. Yun Yiyan immediately 

stopped his steps and ran back to the bed. "What's the matter?" 

"I disinfect the wound." Xia yueqian replied. Then he took the cotton and continued to wipe off the 

blood beside the wound. After the treatment, Xia yueqian saw Su Moli's wound, which was obviously 

inserted into the wound with a sharp weapon. 

"What's up, big brother?" 

"Injured. It's still in place. " Xia yueqian replied. "I guess it's a small tool in a woman's make-up bag." 

"Little scissors for eyebrow trimming." 

Yun Muxin came in, and she had changed her clothes. She went to the bed and asked, "Molly, what do 

you think?" 

"Pain!" This is a word that has been repeated in jasmine's mouth. 

Hearing Yun Muxin's words, Yun Yiyan immediately asked, "did you find out?" 

Yun Muxin looked at Yun Yiyan and nodded, "of course. Brother Qin Hao is not a vegetarian either. He 

told the woman everything in a word. She is Lin Dong's younger brother's daughter, whose name is Lina. 

If Lin Dong doesn't come today, he will let his father and daughter come together. When Lina went to 

the bathroom, she just saw her aunt examining Molly's wound, so she knew about the injury. Just now, I 

hit it on purpose 

"Why?" Yun Yiyan asked with a cold face. 

"You! That woman has a crush on you, and she's jealous when she sees you walking around with Molly 

today Yun Muxin continues to explain. 



Xia yueqian, while they were talking, had bandaged up the wound for Su molli. "What do you think?" 

"It still hurts." Su Molly replied. 

Xia yueqian knows that this is bound to hurt, "these days the wound can not touch water, you must pay 

attention to." 

"Well!" Su Molly nods. 

"Mu Xin, find her a suit and put it on." Xia yueqian confessed. 

Cloud Mu Xin nods. "Don't worry, my aunt has gone to get it." 

"Sorry, because I ruined the wedding," she whispered in tears 

"It's OK." Xia yueqian and Yun Muxin did not blame Su Moli, "today's thing is also an accident. Don't go 

to your heart and have a good rest 

Soon, Qiao Wei also brought Su Molly clothes. "Molly, what's up?" 

"The wound has been treated. Pay more attention when changing clothes." Xia yueqian explained. 

Qiao Wei put down her clothes and saw Su molli's wound. "Molly, can you get up?" 

"Well!" Su Molly nods. "I can."Qiao Wei looked at the others and said, "you go out first. I'll take care of 

Molly." 

Cloud Yiyan or uneasily to Qiao Wei said: "must be careful." 

"Don't worry." Joe nodded. 

The door of the room closes, and Qiao Wei takes a tissue to wipe Su Molly's tears. "How are you?" 

"Well!" Su Molly nods. "You're like my mother!" 

Whenever to their own fragile time, Su Molly will think of her mother, although the memory is a little 

fuzzy, but she remembers the feeling very clearly. Qiao Wei's body has a mother's smell, she reaches out 

to hold Qiao Wei's hand. "Can you accompany me for a moment?" 

"Of course! But we have to change our clothes first. " Replied Jovi. 

Qiao Wei helps Su Molly change her clothes. "This is my dress. You can make do with it. I'll ask Yi Yan to 

send you back later. " 

"I'm sorry, because my business has ruined the beauty of today. I should have listened to Yun Yiyan's 

words and stay at home. As a result, I have made everyone very unhappy. " 

Su Molly's face was sorry, but she also felt uncomfortable. A sad, tears also flow out. 

"Silly girl, it doesn't matter. In fact, you are also worried that Yun Yiyan just came alone. We should 

thank you for your kindness! " Qiao Wei gently wiped Su Mo Li's tears away. "We won't cry." 

Thank you for your hand, Molly 



As if she was really tired, Su Molly slowly closed her eyes and fell asleep. Qiao Wei looked at the corner 

of her eye still hung with tears of Su Mo Li, and also followed her. In fact, her strength is to pretend to 

be, and her heart is also a child eager to be loved. 

Qiao Wei sat beside with Su Molly, and today she has worked hard. Has been bearing the pain of the 

wound, the result is still injured. For the sake of Yun Yiyan, the girl really hurt herself all over. "Have a 

good sleep and wake up 

This sleep, Su Molly really sleep very well, in the dream she also saw her mother 

 


